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Introduction   

Genetic tests for dog traits, that is their physical characteristics, and diseases have become increasingly 

available over the past few years, offering exciting opportunities for improving the health of dogs at both in-

dividual and population levels. Dog owners and breeders have long dreamed of having genetic tools to allow 

them to determine if a dog is predisposed to any genetic diseases and/or to make educated breeding deci-

sions that will improve the health of future generations. While the increasing availability of these tools is ex-

citing, many genetic test results are difficult to interpret and can lead to confusion. Proper interpretation of 

genetic test results and understanding the limitations of a test are important to avoid their misapplication, 

which can cause unnecessary concern and expense to dog owners (e.g., clinical exams, dietary modifications). 

Moreover, the misapplication of genetic test results in breeding programs could lead to excessive neutering 

and unnecessary removal of individuals from the breeding population, which can negatively impact genetic 

variability within a breed, rather than improve its overall health. 

The present document was supported by collaborative funding provided by the Orthopedic Foundation for 

Animals and the American Kennel Club Canine Health Foundation with the goal of providing dog owners, 

breeders, and veterinarians with a foundation in canine genetics to help interpret and understand the implica-

tions of genetic test results. The information in this document is intended to help users of genetic tests deter-

mine which (if any) changes should be adopted to improve a dog’s quality of life and wellbeing. The document 

is designed to be a “living resource” that will be updated as new information becomes available and is accom-

panied by a glossary of genetic terms and didactic videos that will help the reader better understand im-

portant genetic concepts. The types of genetic tests currently in use, their application in breeding programs 

and their limitations will be discussed as well as potential detrimental effects of the misapplication of test re-

sults in both pet and breeding dogs. Finally, the future of genetic testing in dogs will be discussed as well as 

any anticipated limitations. 



I. The Basics 

To understand the nuances of genetic testing, one must have a good grasp of the basics of genetics and in-

heritance. This section will address the structure of a dog’s genetic material, how it determines different 

physical characteristics, and the different ways that genes are passed on from parents to their puppies. An 

accompanying video can be found here.  

DNA and Chromosomes 

A dog is made up of trillions of cells. Within most cells is a compartment (the nucleus) containing the dog’s 

genetic material. The genetic material, also referred to as the genome, is in many ways equivalent to an in-

struction manual and dictates how that dog will grow, what it will look like, how well it will process certain 

food items and, to some extent, how it will behave and reproduce. 

A dog’s genome is made up of long molecules of DNA, composed of two strands wound around 

each other in the form of a double helix and tightly packed to form structures called chromosomes (Figure 

1). The DNA molecule making up a chromosome is composed of building blocks called nucleotides. There are 

four types of nucleotides (sometimes referred to as 

bases) and they are abbreviated A, C, T and G. In total, 

a dog has nearly 3 billion of these nucleotides arranged 

in a specific sequence that allows the DNA to be used 

as an instruction manual. 

Figure 1: Localization and structure of a dog’s genetic 

material or genome. 

There are many distinct chromosomes within a nucle-

us, and they differ in length and DNA content. Chromo-

somes exist in pairs, meaning that every cell has two copies of each of the chromosomes that make up the 

dog’s genome: one copy of each chromosome came from the dog’s mother and one copy came from its fa-

ther. Dogs have 39 pairs of chromosomes, where one pair makes up the sex chromosomes and all non-sex 

chromosomes (i.e., the 38 remaining pairs) are called autosomes. Sex chromosomes determine the sex of an 

individual; if the sex chromosomes are XX then the puppy is female and if XY then the puppy is male. 

Cell Division and Sexual Reproduction 

To maintain healthy tissues and organs, cells of the body are constantly replacing old or damaged cells 

through cell division, where a cell will create an exact duplicate of itself. Reproductive cells go through a spe-

cialized form of cell division, called meiosis, to form the egg and sperm (Figure 2). In meiosis, first all the chro-

mosomes are copied so the cell has four copies of each chromosome. Then, through a process called recom-

bination, some of the chromosomes swap segments of DNA with each other. After this process, two of the 

chromosomes will be the same as the original and two will be different because they have been 

“recombined.” The cell then divides those four chromosomes into separate cells to form the gametes—the 

egg, in the case of females, and the sperm, in the case of males. We will use the general term “gamete” to 

mean either the egg or the sperm throughout this document. 



Figure 3: Simplified illustration of fertilization showing 

the nucleus of two gametes (one male, one female) 

that combine to form a diploid cell (zygote). The zy-

gote will give rise to a puppy. 

Figure 2: Simplified illustration of the process of DNA duplication and recombination 

that occur in the nucleus of a reproductive cell undergoing meiosis for the formation 

of gametes. Only two of the 39 chromosome pairs are represented. 

Through the specialized cell division of meiosis, the gametes only receive one copy of each chromo-

some. During sexual reproduction, the female’s egg is combined with the male’s sperm to form a new cell 

that will then contain two copies of each chromosome, one coming from the mother and one from the fa-

ther (Figure 3). This new cell, called a zygote, now has the necessary blueprint to create a puppy that will be 

different from either parent [1]. A video about gamete formation is found here. 

https://youtu.be/67GsvJJMcmE


c. Traits, Genes and Alleles 

Along the chromosome are regions of DNA that represent genes. At this time, there are believed to 

be about 19,000 different genes in the dog, but as we learn more, that may change in the future. Each chro-

mosome contains hundreds of genes and each gene is at a specific location on a chromosome. The specific 

location is referred to as a “locus,” which can be thought of as the street address of the gene. The specific 

order of the nucleotides provides instructions for making up a product that composes a particular trait. For 

the purpose of this document, a trait is any physical characteristic that can be passed on from parents to 

their puppies, and the observable expression of a trait will be referred to as a phenotype throughout this 

document because some traits have more than one phenotype (e.g., eye color). Some phenotypes may not 

be desirable, such as a disease or a particular coat color that does not comply with the breed standard. 

Let us consider genes and their DNA sequences in the framework of fur traits. Hair/fur has many different 

attributes: it can be long or short, straight or curly or wiry, and it could have rich color or pale color or no col-

or -- all of those characteristics combine into what we observe as a dog’s coat. Yet, in actuality, what we are 

seeing is a collection of many different phenotypes, each governed by a different gene. For example, fur 

length is a trait and long fur is one possible phenotype of that trait. Similarly, fur color is a trait and black fur 

is a possible phenotype of that trait. While all dogs have the same genes, the observed phenotype can vary. 

When a cell duplicates itself, the genetic material of that cell is also duplicated. Though the machinery re-

sponsible for copying the DNA is extremely efficient and accurate, mistakes can happen, resulting in a change 

to the original DNA sequence of that cell. These mistakes can be thought of somewhat like typographical er-

rors: there could be one or more extra nucleotides included in the original DNA sequence, or one or more nu-

cleotides could be substituted or even missing. These mistakes that happen during the copying of a cell’s DNA 

are referred to as mutations or genetic variants. When a variant is just a single nucleotide difference in the 

DNA sequence, it is called a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP, pronounced “snip”). When parts of the 

DNA are missing, it is called a deletion (DEL for short) and when more sequence is added in, it is called an in-

sertion (INS for short). The DNA change is called a variant because the sequence “varies” from a reference 

sequence. For the dog, the genome reference sequence is that of a female boxer sequenced in 2005 [2]. 

Although some variants may not alter the function of a DNA sequence, others can change the instructions 

contained in a gene such that a slightly different protein will be produced and a different phenotype observed 

when compared to the original phenotype or “wildtype.” Now going back to the fur example, one of many 

genes that can determine fur color is the tyrosinase related protein 1 (TYRP1) gene, also known as the B-

locus. As an aside, the term “locus” is sometimes used when the gene governing a trait has not yet been dis-

covered. For example, the term B-locus was used before TYRP1 was identified, and even though the gene is 

now known, it is still commonly called the B-locus because that name is easier to remember. The TYRP1 gene 

provides instructions for producing black pigment that makes the fur look black. Figure 4 shows the two ex-

isting forms of the TYRP1 gene, one resulting in a black fur phenotype (i.e., the wildtype version of that gene) 

and another resulting in brown fur (i.e., a variant form of that gene). The different fur colors are produced by 

the same gene, but the actual DNA sequence is slightly different. The different forms of a same gene are 

called alleles. 



Although there may be many different alleles for a gene within 

a population, an individual dog can have at most two alleles for 

every gene: one allele it inherited from its mother and one 

that it inherited from its father. The combination of the two 

alleles a dog has for a gene is called a genotype. When a puppy 

receives the exact same allele from its father and its mother it 

is said to be homozygous for that allele and have a homozy-

gous genotype for that gene (Figure 5). Alternatively, a puppy 

that receives different alleles 

from its mother and father, is said to be heterozygous and 

have a heterozygous genotype for that gene. 

Since every individual dog carries exactly two alleles for 

Figure 4: DNA structure, its building blocks and an example of how 

different forms of a same gene can produce distinct phenotypes.  

every one of their genes, what  happens when the alleles are different? What color would a dog’s fur be if 

it had one brown and one black allele of the TYRP1 gene? The phenotype of dogs with two different alleles 

depends on the relationship between those two alleles and the protein products produced by them. Certain 

alleles are completely dominant, and their phenotype is always expressed over other alleles. This is the case 

for the black allele of the TYRP1 gene. This means that every dog that has at least one black allele for the 

TYRP1 gene will display black fur, even if the second allele is the brown allele. Dominant alleles are repre-

sented by an uppercase letter (e.g., B; Figure 5). Note that in this particular 

case, the dominant allele is also the wildtype allele, but this is not always the case. Some genes have 

wildtype alleles that behave as recessive alleles. 

Figure 5: Pedigree (or family tree) demonstrating the inher-
itance of the TYRP1 gene in the dog. Puppies receiving the 
same allele from both parents will have a homozygous geno-
type; those homozygous dominant (i.e., BB) will have black 
fur and those homozygous recessive (i.e., bb) will have 
brown fur. Puppies receiving different alleles from mom and 
dad will have a heterozygous genotype and black fur because 
the black fur allele is completely dominant over the brown 
allele. Heterozygous black dogs carry the recessive allele and 
can pass it on to the next generation. 



Since the brown color is not seen when the black dominant allele is present, the brown allele is said to be reces-

sive. Recessive alleles are represented by a lowercase letter (e.g., b), and a dog needs to have two recessive 

brown alleles (i.e., the bb genotype) to have brown fur. Conversely, dogs only need one black allele to have 

black fur, meaning that black dogs can have a homozygous dominant genotype (i.e., BB) or a heterozygous 

genotype (i.e., Bb). The terms dominant and recessive are also used to describe the mode of inheritance of a 

phenotype, which will be addressed in section II. 

Some genes like TYRP1 only exist in two forms in the canine population, but other genes (such as the 

gene for white spotting or agouti) may have more than two alleles, each resulting in a different phenotype. 

The existence of more than two alleles for a gene is often referred to as an allelic series and there may be a 

hierarchy of dominance across the different alleles. An example of this is described here. 

The alleles of a given gene can determine desirable traits, undesirable traits, or even disease traits. 

Though people often talk about a dog having a “bad” gene for a trait, in actuality, the dog has “bad” alleles 

for the gene governing that trait. And a group of dogs can have many different alleles. The abundance of the 

different possible alleles within a population is referred to as allele frequency. The more abundant an allele is, 

the higher the frequency and the more likely the phenotype associated with that allele will be observed in the 

population. For example, the allele governing short fur will have a very high frequency within the population 

of a dog breed that is characterized by short fur. 

During the formation of breeds, breeders purposely increased the frequencies of alleles that caused 

breed-defining phenotypes. When there is no allele variability for a breed-defining trait, then all puppies from 

any parents of that breed will also have those same breed-defining traits. Alleles are said to be “fixed” in a 

breed when there is only one allele in the breed population (i.e., no variation). For example, the B allele of 

the TYRP1 gene is essentially fixed in the Schipperke, in which black is a breed-defining phenotype. Converse-

ly, TYRP1 is variable in the Labrador Retriever. Since both alleles can be found in the Labrador Retriever breed 

population, it is possible to have black Labradors that are BB or Bb, and brown/chocolate Labradors that are 

bb. 

d. Genes, Linkage and Recombination 

As described above, a process called recombination takes place during gamete formation, so that 

some chromosome copies will swap segments of DNA with each other and become recombined. The DNA 

segments swapped correspond to the same region of both chromosomes, and thus contain the same genes; 

however, each chromosome of a pair could have a different allele for a swapped gene. Recombination is a 

random event that can take place at any location on a chromosome and is an important mechanism for cre-

ating genetic diversity by shuffling the alleles between chromosome pairs. 

An important concept to understand though is that the closer two genes are to each other on the 

same chromosome, the lower the chances are that recombination will happen in between them to shuffle 

their alleles. This is why the alleles of genes that are physically close to one another on a chromosome tend to 

be inherited together and are said to be “linked.” Though it is possible that recombination could happen in 

between two linked genes, thus breaking that “linkage”, it is very unlikely given their close proximity. A visual 

illustration of linkage and recombination can be found here.  

https://youtu.be/A9YinBpt5I0


II. Modes of Inheritance 

a. Mendelian Inheritance and Punnett Squares 

Mode of inheritance (or inheritance pattern) refers to how a trait is transmitted from parents to 

offspring across generations. While studying pea plants, the geneticist Gregor Mendel observed pheno-

type and characterized aspects of inheritance that are now referred to as Mendelian inheritance. The 

term “Mendelian” is typically used to describe traits that are governed by a single gene (i.e. monogenic) 

where one allele displays complete dominance over another (like the black and brown fur color described 

above). The patterns of Mendelian inheritance are described next. Two accompanying videos describe 

autosomal and sex-linked modes of inheritance. 

i. Autosomal Dominant 

As a reminder, there are 39 pairs of chromosomes and 38 are autosomes and 1 pair is the sex chro-

mosomes. Autosomal dominant refers to the inheritance of a phenotype that is caused by a completely 

dominant allele for a gene located on one of the autosomes. For example, the black fur color described pre-

viously can be caused by an autosomal dominant allele at the TYRP1 gene, or the B-locus, which is located 

on canine chromosome 11 – an autosome. When examining a family tree or pedigree that shows the inher-

itance pattern of an autosomal dominant phenotype, such as the black fur governed by the TYRP1 gene, we 

will see that the dominant phenotype appears in every generation (Figure 6). If at least one of the parents 

displays the dominant phenotype, there is at least a 50% chance that one of its puppies will too. How to de-

termine the statistical probability of dominant phenotypes being present in a litter is discussed here. 

ii. Autosomal Recessive 

Autosomal recessive refers to the inheritance of a phenotype that is caused by a recessive allele of 

a gene located on one of the autosomes. Therefore, the observable phenotype expression requires two of 

those same recessive alleles (i.e., a homozygous recessive genotype). This is because recessive alleles are 

easily “overridden” by the presence of a dominant allele. As described above, the brown fur color has an 

autosomal recessive mode of inheritance, and only dogs possessing two of these recessive alleles at the B

-locus will appear brown. When examining a family tree or pedigree that shows the inheritance pattern of 

an autosomal recessive phenotype, such as the brown fur governed by the B-locus, we will notice that, 

unlike the dominant phenotype, a recessive phenotype does not usually appear in every generation 

(“skips a generation”). As seen in figure 6, there may be litters where both parents have black fur and a 

brown puppy is produced. This is because black dogs can have a heterozygous genotype, which means 

that although they display a dominant phenotype, they are carriers for the recessive brown allele. How to 

determine the statistical probability of recessive phenotypes being present in a litter when we know the 

parent genotypes is discussed here. 

https://youtu.be/LUVzBJ4vr1Q
https://youtu.be/LUVzBJ4vr1Q
https://youtu.be/gcH15HSyB5I


Figure 6: A pedigree (family tree) for black and brown fur color as 

determined by the TYRP1 gene. Genotypes are noted under each 

dog: BB – homozygous dominant (black), Bb – heterozygous (black), 

and bb – homozygous recessive (brown). Note, in this example, the 

dominant phenotype (black fur) can be seen in every generation, 

whereas the recessive genotype can skip generations. 

iii. Sex-linked 

As mentioned earlier, one pair of chromosomes is referred to as sex chromosomes because they 

are responsible for determining the sex of a dog: female dogs are XX (i.e., have two X chromosomes) and 

male dogs are XY (i.e., have one X and one Y chromosome). Only a few traits have been attributed to 

genes found on the sex chromosomes of dogs. The “dominant” and “recessive” terms apply to sex-linked 

phenotypes in the same way they do to autosomal traits, but the phenotypic outcome will depend on the 

dog’s sex. 

Since female dogs have two X chromosomes, expression of a dominant or recessive phenotype 

will mostly follow the same patterns described for autosomal traits: dominant traits will manifest in fe-

males that are homozygous or heterozygous for the gene, whereas recessive traits will only be seen in 

females with two recessive alleles for the gene (i.e. homozygous recessive). Males, however, only have 

one X chromosome. This means that, in males, a single allele on the X chromosome will govern expres-

sion of the X-linked trait. In that case a single recessive allele can cause the expression of a trait in males 

because they will have no other allele that could “override” that recessive allele. 

For example, hemophilia B, an X-linked recessive disorder that causes prolonged bleeding in 

affected dogs, is seen in the German Wirehaired Pointer breed. Because the Factor IX gene that governs 

this disorder is on the X chromosome, all male dogs having the recessive disease-causing allele will show 

clinical signs of the disorder. Females, however, may be heterozygous and have one normal dominant 

allele and one disease-causing recessive allele and they will not exhibit the disorder. Though heterozy-

gous females will not develop the disorder, they may pass a disease-causing recessive allele to their pup-

pies. A female known to have produced an affected puppy when mated to a healthy male is an obligate 

carrier of the allele causing hemophilia B. 

https://www.akcchf.org/canine-health/health-testing/spotlight-on-genetic-tests/hemophilia-b-in-german.html


While the Y chromosome also contains genes, it is physically much smaller than the X chromo-

some and contains fewer genes. Traits or disorders governed by genes located on the Y chromosome will 

only affect males because females lack a Y, and so these genes are only passed on from a father (sire) to 

its male puppies. To date, no Y-linked health conditions have been reported in dogs. 

It is important to clarify that sex-linked traits are not the same as sex-limited traits. Sex-limited 

traits are those that can only be observed in one of the sexes. For example, cryptorchidism, characterized 

by one or both testicles failing to descend through the inguinal canal within the first few months of a 

puppy’s life, is a disorder that can only be observed in male dogs. Cryptorchidism is a sex-limited trait 

(and not sex-linked) because, although it is seen only in male dogs, it has an autosomal mode of inher-

itance [3]. Genetic studies indicate that cryptorchidism is governed by more than one autosomal gene, 

although no causative genes have been identified to date [4]. Therefore, female dogs can have cryptor-

chidism-causing alleles, however their status will not be observable because they do not have testicles. 

iv. Punnett Squares and Phenotype Prediction 

For Mendelian traits, once we know the inheritance pattern of a trait, we can use the parent infor-

mation to predict all possible genotypes and phenotypes of puppies. We can do this with the help of a ta-

ble containing four quadrants, commonly referred to as a Punnett square. At the top of the table, we list 

the alleles that the mother’s gametes would have, and on the side of the table we list the alleles that the 

father’s gametes possess. The quadrants are then filled in with one gamete from each parent (simulating 

fertilization) and will reveal all possible combinations a puppy from that breeding could inherit. The pro-

portion of homozygous dominant, heterozygous, and/or homozygous recessive genotypes that may be 

seen in the puppies is then used to estimate the chance of seeing each of the possible phenotypes in the 

resulting litter. For example, as shown in Figure 6, if we consider a breeding between a male heterozygous 

for a given gene (Aa) and a female homozygous for recessive alleles at that same gene (aa), after simu-

lating fertilization, two of the quadrants will have a puppy with a heterozygous genotype and two other 

quadrants will have a puppy with a homozygous recessive genotype. This means there is a 50% chance of 

a puppy in a litter from that breeding exhibiting the dominant phenotype and a 50% chance that a puppy 

will exhibit the recessive phenotype. For more information and examples, please refer to the Punnett 

square video. Additionally, when we look at more than one gene simultaneously, the number of quad-

rants expands in the Punnett square proportional to the number of possible gametes and can get very 

complicated. For more examples of how Punnett squares can be used, refer to this video.  

Figure 6: A Punnett square showing all possi-

ble genotype combinations for a breeding be-

tween a heterozygous male (Aa) and a homo-

zygous recessive female (aa). Puppies ob-

tained from this breeding would have a 50% 

chance of being heterozygous and a 50% 

chance of being homozygous recessive. 

https://youtu.be/5Fw-VMTH8to


b. Non-Mendelian Inheritance 

Knowledge of Mendelian inheritance helps us understand how traits can be passed from a father 

or mother to their puppies. However, as noted in other mammals, many dog traits do not play by Men-

del’s rules due to various reasons, which makes it difficult to assess their mode of inheritance by looking 

at pedigrees. It is also harder to identify the causal genes behind these traits. When available, genetic 

testing for such traits need to be interpreted with more caution as they may not be able to capture all 

determining factors underlying the trait. The following types of non-Mendelian inheritance have been 

described and a brief explanation of each with visual examples can be found here.  

Incomplete Dominance 

Incomplete dominance occurs in the absence of a recessive/dominant relationship between the 

different alleles of a gene. However, in this case, heterozygous dogs display a mixture of the two possible 

phenotypes (i.e. an intermediate phenotype that appears to be a blend between the two phenotypes 

caused by each of the alleles). 

The merle coat color is an example of incomplete dominance [5]. Two alleles exist for this gene, 

designated as uppercase M and lowercase m. Despite the use of uppercase and lowercase letters to des-

ignate the two alleles, there is no dominant/recessive relationship between the two alleles. Dogs homo-

zygous mm display full expression of color on their fur whereas dogs homozygous MM are almost all 

white and can additionally have associated defects, such as deafness (see the section on pleiotropy be-

low). Dogs heterozygous for the merle allele (Mm), however, will display an intermediate phenotype 

with areas of full pigmentation intertwined with areas of light pigmentation producing a marble-like 

pattern [6]. 

Incomplete Penetrance 

Penetrance refers to the proportion of the dogs who have a particular genotype that actually dis-

play the associated phenotype. Complete penetrance means that every dog with that genotype will express 

the associated phenotype, whereas incomplete penetrance means that only a portion of the dogs carrying 

that genotype will display the expected phenotype. The rare condition of a mild and disproportionate 

dwarfism in Labrador Retrievers is caused by a mutation in a collagen gene (COL11A2) that has incomplete 

penetrance [7]. When known, traits having incomplete penetrance can also be characterized by the per-

centage of dogs with the genotype who actually display the trait. For example, a dominant mutation in the 

gap junction protein alpha 9 (GJA9) gene has been associated with polyneuropathy in Leonbergers and has 

an 80% penetrance, meaning that 80% of dogs with the mutation show clinical signs of the disorder[8]. 

Multiple Alleles 

In many cases, more than two forms of a gene (that is, alleles) exist within a population, resulting 

in multiple possible phenotypes depending on which combination of alleles a dog possesses and how 

those alleles relate to one another. A good example of this is the S-locus (microphthalmia-associated tran-

scription factor (MITF) gene), which determines most of the white spotting patterns of dogs. Four alleles 

have been identified exhibiting a dominance hierarchy: the most dominant allele is the S allele that causes 

a solid-colored coat color; the second in the hierarchy is the si allele, which results in a white underside 

and white neck collar that may or may not be accompanied by white face markings, a pattern commonly 

referred to as “Irish spotting”; the third allele in this dominance hierarchy series is the sp allele, which cre-

ates a random distribution of white fur referred to as “piebald spotting”; and the final allele in the series is 

the sw allele which is recessive to the three other alleles and dogs carrying two sw alleles are almost en-

tirely white, which is also referred to as “extreme white” (Figure 7)[9, 10]. 

https://youtu.be/RSgQyrKHb74


Figure 7: Different white spotting phenotypes determined by the S-locus alleles 

Figure 8: The spsp genotype producing 
piebald spotting exhibits variable ex-
pressivity as shown in these four dogs. 

iv. Variable Expressivity 

 Variable expressivity refers to a range of phenotypes re-

sulting from the same genotype. This means that all individuals 

carrying a particular genotype will display the associated pheno-

type, but the degree or extent to which the phenotype is dis-

played can vary. An example of variable expressivity is the piebald 

spotting of dogs (Figure 8), where the actual amount of white 

spotting seen may vary considerably among dogs with the same 

genotype [11]. 

v. Polygenic and Complex Inheritance 

In contrast with Mendelian traits, which are governed by a single gene (i.e., monogenic), complex 

traits are those governed by more than one gene (i.e., polygenic) and may also be influenced by the envi-

ronment (i.e., multifactorial) [12, 13]. In dogs, eye color is considered a polygenic trait, whereas body size 

is a multifactorial trait [14], governed by multiple genes and also influenced by environmental factors 

such as exercise and nutrition. Hip dysplasia is another example of a multifactorial trait in dogs [15]. 

vi. Gene Interactions 

In some cases, the phenotype observed for a particular trait can be affected by the alleles present 

at other genes. The interaction between genes, where one gene influences the phenotype expression of 

another gene, is termed “epistasis.” 

Although the term epistasis generally refers to the interaction between genes [16], it is often used to de-

scribe a more extreme case of gene interaction where one gene’s phenotype is completely masked or hid-

den by another independently inherited gene [17]. Epistasis can also be dominant or recessive. In domi-

nant epistasis, the presence of a single dominant allele at one gene is sufficient to completely mask the 

phenotype of another gene, whereas in recessive epistasis two recessive alleles at one gene are necessary 

to mask the phenotype of another gene. An example of recessive epistasis in dogs is the yellow coat color 

seen in Labrador Retrievers. Yellow Labradors are yellow because they have two recessive alleles at the E-

locus, which we now know to be the melanocyte-stimulating hormone receptor (MC1R) gene, and this ho-

mozygous recessive genotype (ee) overrides the genotype found at the B-locus. So, for example, a Labrador 

that would otherwise be black because it has a homozygous dominant genotype at the B-locus (BB) will ac-

tually look yellow because its E-locus genotype (ee) overrides the B-locus. Because of this, it can be difficult 



to determine which alleles a yellow Labrador has at the B-locus.  So, for example, a Labrador that would oth-

erwise be black because it has a homozygous dominant genotype at the B-locus (BB) will actually look yellow 

because its E-locus genotype (ee) overrides the B-locus. Because of this, it can be difficult to determine 

which alleles a yellow Labrador has at the B-locus. 

The term “modifying gene” often refers to a less extreme situation where one gene will simply 

influence the phenotype of another gene, resulting in a variation of the expected phenotype. For exam-

ple, dilute coat color in dogs is determined by a modifying gene called melanophilin (MLPH), also re-

ferred to as the D-locus. At least three different mutations within this gene, having a recessive inher-

itance pattern, are associated with dilute coat colors in multiple dog breeds [18-20]. The presence of any 

two mutated alleles at the D-locus results in a lighter variation of the coat color, so that dogs with a black 

coat color, as determined by the B-locus, will then display a dilute black coat color (blue) and dogs with a 

brown coat color will display a dilute brown color often referred to as lilac, fawn or Isabella coat color, as 

seen in the Doberman Pinscher and Dachshund. If you are interested in coat colors, please refer to this 

paper.  

vii. Pleiotropy 

Pleiotropy refers to a situation where a single gene affects two or more seemingly unrelated traits. 

For example, some coat patterns (e.g., piebald white spotting) are associated with congenital hereditary 

deafness, blue eyes, and eye defects [21]. This is because the mutations that cause the change in the coat 

pattern also impacts the cells that are important for ear and eye development. Another example of pleiotro-

py is seen in Rhodesian Ridgebacks, where the gene that governs the characteristic ridge of backward-

growing hair that runs across the dog’s back can also predispose for a neural tube defect called dermoid si-

nus [22]. 

viii. Mitochondrial Inheritance 

In addition to the genetic material found in a cell’s nucleus, which is composed of DNA inherited 

from the dog’s mother and father (i.e., the nuclear genome), a separate and much smaller genome is also 

present in the mitochondria of mammalian cells. Mitochondria are organelles within a cell, distinct from 

the nucleus, that generate the energy needed for a cell to function. The mitochondrial genome differs 

from the nuclear genome in that it is exclusively inherited from the mother, and this mode of inheritance 

is thus referred to as maternal inheritance. Although mitochondrial disorders only come from the mother, 

they can equally affect male and female puppies because they are not sex-linked (i.e., not located on a sex 

chromosome) [11]. Two mitochondrial disorders have been described to date in dogs: canine spongiform 

leukoencephalomyelopathy in Australian cattle dogs and Shetland sheepdogs [23], and sensory ataxic 

neuropathy in Golden Retrievers [24]. 

ix. Codominance 

Similar to incomplete dominance, codominance also occurs in the absence of a recessive/

dominant relationship between the different alleles of a particular gene. However, unlike incomplete 

dominance, in codominance, the products of both alleles in a heterozygous individual are fully expressed 

and observed at the same time. Codominance has been described in humans [25], but a clear example 

has not yet been identified in the dog. 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1365-2052.2007.01664.x
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1365-2052.2007.01664.x
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III. Genetic Selection and Populations 

Genetic variation refers to the differences at the genetic level observed amongst individuals of a 

same species. The diversity of alleles, rearrangement of genetic material and parental contribution of 

different alleles to their offspring leads to genetically unique individuals, providing the flexibility in traits 

that allows for some individuals of a species to adapt, thrive, and survive any changes to their environ-

ment. Certain genetic combinations that enable an animal to survive and reproduce in a changing natural 

environment will be favored under natural selection. For example, imagine that dogs with certain genetic 

combinations are more resistant to a deadly infectious disease and, should that disease spread through 

the population, individuals resistant to the infection will survive and pass on those resistance alleles to 

the next generation. The result is a change in the frequency of alleles in the population where resistance 

alleles will be more common in the surviving population compared to the original population. Natural se-

lection is based on the fitness or adaptability of an animal to the environment and is very important in 

wild animals. 

Genetic selection can also occur artificially, when people purposefully select individuals with spe-

cific, desirable traits. Artificial selection, or breeder selection, reflects a breeder’s preference for particular 

traits. As an example, in the formation of dog breeds characterized by short legs, breeders hundreds of 

years ago found dogs closer to the ground better suited for hunting some prey and, therefore, selected ma-

tes having short legs to produce short-legged puppies. With more dogs bred for functionality and/or com-

panionship, artificial selection now plays a larger role than natural selection [26]. Artificial selection, while 

enhancing certain traits, does not necessarily increase the overall fitness of a species. 

In extreme situations, both natural and artificial selection can result in a drastic reduction in the 

number of individuals that will breed and contribute to the next generation, a situation referred to as 

population bottleneck. When few individuals contribute to future generations, genetic diversity of the 

resulting population is reduced [27], leading to individuals with a more homogenous genetic back-

ground and reduced gene pool (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: Illustration of how a bottleneck event can affect the genetic diversity 
(gene pool) of a population. The different colors used symbolize dogs with the 
different alleles of a same gene. Three of the six alleles of that gene conferred sur-
vival advantage, so that individuals with the green, red and blue allele survived 
the bottleneck event. The new population now reflects a reduced genetic diversity 
compared to the original population. 



All dogs have undergone two major population bottlenecks, the first occurred when dogs were 

domesticated from wolves and the second, more recently, when modern dog breeds were created [27]. 

Note that natural selection can also occur within artificially selected populations. For example, in the ear-

ly 1900’s, a subpopulation of Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers (NSDTRs) survived two distemper out-

breaks [28], resulting in the breed undergoing an additional population bottleneck cause by natural selec-

tion; the small number of distemper survivors gave rise to the modern NSDTR population. It should also 

be noted that, following a population bottleneck, any disease mutations present in the surviving individu-

als will also become more prominent in future generations. The bottleneck suffered by NSDTRs in the 

early 1900’s is thought to be associated with the high prevalence of disease in the breed. 

The genetic diversity of a population can also be affected by chance, that is, when only some indi-

viduals within the population reproduce successfully. That means, the alleles present in the limited num-

ber of dogs used to produce the next generation will increase in frequency in the resulting population, 

even those alleles not being actively selected. This is called genetic drift and is extremely important in 

small populations, such as dog breeds, where often only a limited number of dogs are selected for breed-

ing. For example, the overuse of a particular stud dog can dramatically change the frequency of all alleles 

in a small population, and then subsequent generations will have a predominance of his alleles, both the 

good and the bad. Popular sires have been shown to spread deleterious alleles much more profoundly 

throughout a population than other breeding practices, such as inbreeding [29]. An outcome of genetic 

drift is reduced genetic variability in the population. The following link provides an overview of the effect 

of genetic drift, founder individuals and population bottlenecks. 

As a consequence of artificial or natural selection, alleles for other traits may also be inadvertently 

selected for due to genetic linkage; this circumstance underlies the concept of a selective sweep. Selective 

sweep refers to different traits being inherited together because of the physical proximity of genes gov-

erning them such that selective pressure for one trait will unintentionally cause selection for the linked 

trait. In other words, when traits are being actively selected for, other traits will “piggyback” or 

“hitchhike” along merely because of the physical adjacency of genes underlying those traits on a chromo-

some. For example, genes that govern breed-specific or desirable temperament traits may be adjacent to 

a different gene that controls an undesirable trait. In this case, if a dog was used for breeding because of 

its desirable traits, yet it has “bad alleles” for an adjacent linked gene, the “bad alleles” will piggyback and 

be passed on to the next generations because of linkage. The closer the genes are on a chromosome, the 

less likely that recombination will take place in between them disrupting their genetic linkage. What this 

means is that when genes are tightly linked, such as the hypothetical example above, when you select for 

a desirable trait you are also unintentionally selecting for the undesirable one. 

An interesting phenomenon that also affects the frequency of alleles in a population is called bal-

ancing selection. In natural selection, one allele if often favored over another because it provides better 

adaptation and survival of individuals in that environment. With time, the favored allele will increase in 

frequency and the frequency of the other allele will be greatly reduced or eliminated. Balancing selec-

tion, however, works to maintain the genetic variation within a population instead of favoring one allele 

over another. In balancing selection, the benefits of maintaining multiple alleles offset the potentially 

damaging effects of any individual allele. For example, the mutation that causes sickle cell anemia in hu-

mans affects an individual’s ability to thrive. Yet, the mutation seems to be maintained in the population 

because it can  benefit individuals in areas where malaria is endemic. Humans who have one sickle cell 

disease allele and one normal allele are more resistant to malaria infection than those with two normal  

https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/bottlenecks_01
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alleles. Examples of balancing selection have also been described in dogs. For example, a mutation in the 

myostatin gene causes double-muscling in Whippets; dogs with two mutant alleles are over-muscled, 

described as “bully” Whippets, and have episodes of muscle cramping, whereas dogs that have one mu-

tant and one normal (wildtype) allele are more muscular than those with two normal alleles and are able 

to race faster [30]. The mutated allele provides an advantage in the heterozygous state and is, therefore, 

maintained in the population. Another example was described in the Belgian Malinois, where dogs heter-

ozygous at the Cadherin 2 (CDH2) gene, having one mutated and one normal (wildtype) allele, display an 

intermediate level of circling behavior that allows them to have better work performance in confined 

spaces, whereas dogs with two mutated alleles exhibit excessive circling behavior that is characteristic of 

obsessive compulsive disorder [31]. 

IV. Dog Breeds as Populations 

There are over 350 dog breeds in the world [11, 32], 193 of which are officially recognized by 

the American Kennel Club [33]. A breed consists of individuals that conform to a particular set of physi-

cal descriptors that include size, coat color, fur length, and skull shape, among others. When mated, 

individuals within a breed will always produce offspring with the same physical traits that characterize 

that breed [34]. Centuries of selective breeding to produce dogs with specific characteristics has re-

duced genetic diversity of individuals within a breed, yet substantial variation remained across breeds, 

so that each individual breed consists of a genetically distinct population [11, 35]. 

As mentioned above, different alleles can cause different phenotypes of a particular trait. Dur-

ing breed creation, a small number of founder dogs with desirable traits and features was selected for 

breeding with the purpose of homogenizing the resulting population. This allowed breeders to elimi-

nate alleles responsible for phenotypes that were undesirable. Selective breeding within a small 

starting population inevitably leads to the mating of closely related individuals, also known as inbreed-

ing. The positive consequence of inbreeding is the concentration of desirable traits and their corre-

sponding alleles within the population, resulting in more homogenous litters where all puppies exhibit 

those desirable traits breeders sought to emphasize. This ability to replicate breed-defining traits down 

through the generations is due to the reduction in genetic diversity and fixation of alleles causing 

breed-defining traits (that is, homozygosity at breed-important genes). However, another consequence 

of inbreeding is the increase of observed genetic disorders. 

Most genetic disorders in dogs are believed to be controlled by recessive alleles, and by in-

creasing the frequency of desirable alleles, which leads to homozygosity of breed-defining genes, in-

breeding also inadvertently increases the frequency and homozygosity of recessive disease alleles 

present in the dogs selected for breeding. Note that inbreeding does not introduce disease mutations, 

but rather reveals their presence in the population due to increased frequency of any disease alleles. 

Despite selecting mating pairs that are not as closely related as seen with inbreeding, line breeding 

employed to concentrate and maintain desirable breed traits [29, 36], along with the preferential and 

widespread use of specific individuals within a breed (i.e. popular sire effect), also contributes to re-

ducing genetic diversity within individual dog breeds [29]. 
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When a breed is fixed for certain alleles, meaning all dogs of that breed only have one type of al-

lele, and that allele confers an advantage, then fixation is beneficial to the breed. However, when the 

allele that is fixed causes disease, then fixation becomes detrimental to breed health. Although deleteri-

ous recessive alleles are not intentionally selected for, they become more frequent in the population due 

to genetic drift and selective sweeps, as described in section IV. When deleterious alleles are fixed within 

a dog breed, selection for a healthy allele becomes impossible because no alternate alleles exist within 

the breed population. An example of this has been reported in Dalmatians: all Dalmatians are homozy-

gous for a recessive allele that causes hyperuricosuria and hyperuricemia (HUU), predisposing them to 

bladder stones. Since Dalmatians lack diversity for that gene, breeders cannot selectively breed to re-

duce disease. In contrast, although that same recessive allele causing HUU has been identified in other 

breeds, those other breeds are not fixed for the recessive HUU allele and breeders can use genetic 

testing and selective breeding to avoid HUU [37]. [Note, since the discovery of the mutant HUU allele 

being fixed in Dalmatians, in 2011 the American Kennel Club (AKC) and Dalmatian Club of America per-

mitted the careful incorporation of another breed to introduce a normal allele in the breed population]. 

When we think of a breed as a population, the physiological characteristics that define a breed 

should be considered. Certain phenotypes that are characteristic and/or definitive of a breed may also 

be associated with higher risk for particular disorders [38], especially if previous artificial breeder selec-

tion exaggerated those breed-specific features. For example, current efforts to address heat and exercise 

intolerance in brachycephalic breeds is in response to concerns of exaggerated selection for skull shape 

in brachycephalic breeds. If there is sufficient genetic variability within a breed to purposely select away 

from the extreme characteristics that may predispose to disorders, breeders should do so. 

When genetic tests are available to help select for improved health, those can be used provided 

the selection is applied gradually so as not to depopulate the breed, causing another population bottle-

neck. Dog breeders must be mindful of the “big picture” and how their choices will impact the population. 

When selecting mating pairs, one should not just think about the characteristics of their individual dogs 

and the puppies they hope to produce, but also consider making choices that can improve the breed as a 

whole for future generations. For example, when a dog is not used for breeding, none of its alleles for any 

of its genes will be passed on to the next generation, which may shrink the gene pool of available alleles 

for the future. Breeders must balance their desire for certain attributes with breed health concerns, all 

while avoiding decisions that could contribute to a loss of genetic diversity in the population (i.e., a re-

duced gene pool). 

V. Canine Genetic Tests 

Breeders and owners want to maximize desirable traits and minimize traits that are undesirable or 

negatively impact a dog’s health. Hundreds of desirable traits and genetic disorders have been compiled 

and curated in the dog. Punnett squares can be used to predict the possible genotypes, and thereby phe-

notypes, of puppies from a particular breeding pair when dealing with single-gene traits. However, Punnett 

square predictions require knowledge of parental genotypes and determining the true genotype of every 

dog can be difficult, since those exhibiting dominant phenotypes may have a homozygous dominant or a 

heterozygous genotype. In these cases, it may not be possible to determine an individual’s true genotype 

https://images.akc.org/pdf/about/board_minutes/0711.pdf
https://images.akc.org/pdf/about/board_minutes/0711.pdf
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/library/articles/articles/brachycephalic-research-shows.html
https://wsava.org/committees/hereditary-disease-committee/
https://omia.org/home/


until it is bred enough times and the puppies evaluated, unless a genetic test exists to determine which 

alleles the dog possesses. 

Another issue is seen with traits that are governed by the interaction of different genes, making 

it difficult, if not impossible, to accurately infer a dog’s genotype solely based on their observable phe-

notype. Moreover, some traits, especially undesirable disease traits, are expressed later in life, long 

after a dog reaches the appropriate breeding age, making it difficult to select against these conditions. 

Genetic testing, offers the opportunity to accurately determine a dog’s genotype at a very young age, 

before they are ever bred, allowing breeders to make important decisions regarding which dogs to 

breed to enhance desirable traits, and reduce undesirable ones. 

Among the many canine genetic tests currently available, some are used in parentage verifica-

tion (e.g., genetic identity), such as the AKC DNA profile.  Other tests are used to predict breed ancestry 

composition, detect alleles responsible for particular phenotypes, such as coat color, or indicate 

whether a dog is at risk for developing a particular trait, the latter often associated with undesirable 

disease traits. Genetic tests can also identify the carrier status of an individual dog; carrier status is a 

term often used to describe individuals with a heterozygous genotype that carry an allele for a reces-

sive phenotype. That is, dogs who do not exhibit a specific phenotype or disease but, since it has a het-

erozygous genotype, could pass on a recessive allele to their puppies [39]. 

a. Direct and Indirect Tests 

When the actual DNA sequence responsible for a trait has been identified, a direct, or mutation

-based, genetic test can be developed. Genetic tests that use direct analysis identify the presence of 

the exact variation in the DNA that causes the phenotype. Direct tests are highly accurate because they 

determine whether or not a dog’s DNA contains the causal mutation. 

In some cases, however, the actual gene or precise mutation has not been identified. There 

may be a region of the dog’s genome that clearly contains the causal variation, but amongst the many 

variations, the exact one is not yet known. As segments of DNA physically close to one another tend to 

be inherited together as a block, or “linked”, indirect (or linkage-based) DNA tests rely on genetic vari-

ants (markers) linked with a phenotype to predict the dog’s alleles at the causal variant [40]. An exam-

ple of a linkage-based test is the one developed for cerebellar ataxia in the Italian Spinone. Indirect 

tests may not be 100% accurate because recombination during gamete production can separate linked 

markers from the causal variant. In this way, linkage-based tests are less reliable than direct mutation-

based tests. 

With few exceptions, genetic tests currently available for dogs are based on the analysis of a 

dog’s DNA. An owner will either take a swab sample of cheek cells from inside the dog’s mouth with a 

tiny brush, collect saliva on a special sponge, or submit a blood sample for testing; some testing provid-

ers even accept dew claws. Regardless of the sample submitted, the DNA is purified from the cells and 

then used in the testing scheme. 

https://www.akc.org/breeder-programs/dna/dna-resource-center/dna-profile-program/
https://www.ahtdnatesting.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/CA-Info-Feb-2013.pdf


b. Single versus Multipanel Tests 

Both direct and indirect tests can be performed either as a single test, where we look for one 

segment of DNA, or in combined tests, where multiple segments of DNA are being looked at simulta-

neously. These are also referred to as singleplex or multiplex testing, respectively. That is the essential 

key piece for understanding how the tests are done. However, for those interested in more specifics 

and some of the challenges of DNA testing, please read on. 

Singleplex tests are most often done through a process called polymerase chain reaction (PCR). In 

PCR, a short guiding sequence of DNA, called a primer, specifically targets the chromosomal region being 

evaluated and is used to create thousands of copies of the target DNA sequence. This amplification of 

the DNA is necessary so the DNA sequence present in an individual dog can be accurately determined. 

Each single gene test requires its own reagents and reaction time to analyze, as well as a separate sam-

ple of DNA [41]. 

Multiplex testing also uses PCR but bundles the reactions. Multiplex or panel testing can be 

more cost-effective and time-efficient, allowing for more information to be obtained with fewer rea-

gents and a single DNA sample. However, multiplex panels can be harder to develop and validate be-

cause all the components necessary for each individual test must work well together in a combined 

test. The primers for each chromosomal sequence targeted must be able to work efficiently and not 

interfere with each other. Errors in primer design, whereupon an incorrect chromosomal region is tar-

geted or where more than one region of the DNA is being unintentionally amplified, can result in erro-

neous results. Moreover, some target chromosomal sequences may be easier to amplify than others, 

such that reagents could get preferentially used up for one target sequence at the expense of amplify-

ing the other targets, leading to incomplete or inaccurate results [42]. 

An alternative to PCR multiplexing that simplifies the process of panel testing is the microarray 

genotyping technology offered by companies that specialize in technology specific for DNA sequence de-

termination. Microarray genotyping technology allows for the simultaneous testing of hundreds of thou-

sands of single nucleotide variations, producing high-quality and accurate SNP detection [43]. Commer-

cial companies that offer testing through microarray panels assess hundreds of genetic mutations that 

have been associated with traits, and company advertisements often highlight the number of different 

tests run at one time. The mutations that are being tested may have been rigorously validated or they 

may have been incorporated into the testing scheme based upon small and/or recently published studies 

from the scientific literature. Similar to what we see in humans, with 23&me and other direct-to-

consumer genetic testing, large-scale panel testing can be very cost-effective for dog owners and breed-

ers, yielding information on multiple traits, and may contribute to new genetic variants being discovered. 

Furthermore, just as being done for humans, some dog genetic testing companies also offer to identify 

relatives of the tested dog. 

VI. Interpretation of DNA Test Results 

The dog owner who requests a DNA test should understand what the testing service actually 

provides, how the test results will be shared, and how to interpret them. The DNA test result provided  



by most testing laboratories usually includes a dog’s genotype for the investigated gene(s) and/or trait(s), 

an interpretation of that genotype in terms of whether the dog is expected to exhibit a particular pheno-

type, and the ability that dog has to transmit the particular characteristic to its puppies. In most cases, the 

terminology used in test results is straightforward and easy to understand. For phenotypic traits such as 

coat color, the DNA test results are usually provided with the letter abbreviation of the allele and a de-

scription of the color (e.g., B/B genotype means black fur pigment and only the B allele can be transmitted 

to puppies). For disease traits, the test results may also give a letter abbreviation of “N” for normal (or a 

lower case n, dependent upon the test provider) and then a letter abbreviation for the disease allele (e.g., 

N/HU for a dog that is heterozygous and carries one normal and one hyperuricosuria and hyperuricemia 

HUU allele discussed previously). The letter abbreviation used for alleles of the same gene is not always 

consistent across different test providers, and the inconsistent terminology can sometimes cause confu-

sion. Test reports may also include information on the actual change detected in the DNA by referring to 

insertions (INS) or deletions (DEL). 

For coat color test results, another complication comes from genes that affect the phenotypes of 

different traits. Again, using fur color as an example, black fur in dogs can be caused by more than one 

gene. A dominant allele at the beta-defensin 103 (CBD103) gene on canine chromosome 16, also called 

the K-locus, can cause a dog’s fur to be black. This gene is sometimes called “dominant black” because the 

K gene is epistatic over another gene called agouti. The alleles at the agouti gene control banding patterns 

in the fur, for example the sable or black and tan coloration. At the K-locus, the KB allele (sometimes de-

noted KB) is completely dominant. If the dog has even one KB allele, the coat color will be black, masking 

the effects of whatever alleles the agouti locus has. If, on the other hand, it is homozygous for the ky re-

cessive allele, the coat pattern regulated by the agouti locus will be observed. The test result will provide 

the information on the K-locus and the owner needs to understand how that result affects the other 

genes the regulate coat color. Dr. Sheila Schmutz, an Emeritus Professor from the University of Saskatche-

wan, has a website that details the genes that contribute to a dog’s coat color and how they interact. 

Genetic testing for health conditions is becoming widely available but can be more difficult to un-

derstand. “Clear”, “carrier” and “affected” are commonly used in genetic test results for autosomal reces-

sive disease phenotypes. A “clear” result indicates that the dog possesses two dominant alleles for the 

tested gene, meaning it will exhibit the dominant normal phenotype. A dog with this genotype can only 

pass on a dominant, normal allele to its puppies, thus none of its puppies will be affected by the disease. A 

“carrier” result indicates that the dog is heterozygous, having one dominant and one recessive allele. 

While this dog will exhibit the dominant normal phenotype, it will pass on a recessive disease allele to ap-

proximately 50% of its puppies. Finally, an “affected” result indicates the dog is homozygous for the reces-

sive disease allele, having two recessive alleles, and will be affected by the disease. An “affected” dog will 

also pass a recessive allele to each of its puppies. Disorders that have incomplete penetrance, meaning 

that only a portion of the individuals having the disease genotype will develop clinical signs, are defined 

with these same terms. In this case, however, not all dogs defined as “affected” will develop the disease 

but, if bred, they will certainly transmit a disease allele to their puppies. 

Test results for an autosomal dominant phenotype may be described as “clear”, “heterozygous 

affected” or “homozygous affected”. For dominant disease phenotypes, dogs with a “clear” result are ho-

mozygous recessive and have no dominant disease alleles; they are not able to pass on a disease allele to 

their puppies. Dogs with a “heterozygous affected” result will exhibit the dominant disease phenotype, 

have one dominant disease allele and one recessive normal allele. This dog will pass on the dominant allele  

http://munster.sasktelwebsite.net/DogColor/dogcolorgenetics.html


to about 50% of its puppies; the other 50% will receive the recessive allele. Dogs with a “homozygous 

affected” result have two dominant disease alleles, exhibit the dominant disease phenotype, and can on-

ly pass on dominant disease alleles to its puppies and every one of its puppies will exhibit the dominant 

disease phenotype [44]. The term “negative” may be used in place of “clear” to describe a dog that does 

not possess any alleles associated with the investigated phenotype. 

For both recessive and dominant Mendelian tests, “clear by parentage” is a designation that can 

be applied to puppies if both parents have been genetically tested and definitively shown to be free from 

the disease mutation and the puppies’ parentage has been verified. For example, if both parents of a 

litter test “clear” for a recessive disease, then all of their progeny must be clear, and it is not necessary to 

conduct a genetic test on the puppies to show this. 

Another term often causing concern and confusion among dog owners and breeders is “risk”. A 

dog’s DNA test result may indicate it is “at risk” for developing a disorder. Specifically, the presence of 

certain alleles are associated with greater probability of developing a disorder [45], but the presence of 

these alleles cannot definitively determine whether, or when, a dog will actually develop the disorder. 

Some dogs that test positive for the presence of risk alleles will never develop any clinical signs of dis-

ease. For example, the risk designation can be given for a single gene that has incomplete penetrance 

(e.g., necrotizing meningoencephalitis (NME), also known as Pug Dog Encephalitis (PDE)). Note that mul-

tifactorial diseases involve multiple genes and non-genetic factors, and so a genetic test can only indicate 

a level of risk for disease development even when multiple genes are being assessed. An example of this, 

and a first of its kind for a dog breed, is the risk assessment developed for dermatomyositis (DMS) in the 

Shetland Shepherd and Collie breeds [46]. The research team developed a 3-part DNA test that can help 

breeders determine the risk an individual Sheltie or Collie has for developing DMS. Based upon the al-

leles present at three loci a dog can be classified as low, moderate, or high risk. The test determines ge-

netic variants at three different locations in the genome. For a detailed explanation of the disease and 

how the test results can be applied to individual dogs or dog breeding, refer to the American Shetland 

Sheepdog Association website and Dr. Leigh Anne Clark’s talk for the Collie Health Foundation’s Educa-

tional Series. For more complex examples, refer to this video for an illustration of risk testing in humans. 

The important take away from the complex risk scenario is that genetic risk tests are not diagnos-

tic tests and only reflect the risk of the individual dog that was tested. Moreover, even if a dog had a set 

of high-risk alleles, depending on the genetic makeup of the dog it is bred to, all of its puppies could have 

low risk genotypes. This is a great example of the need to consider all the attributes of a dog when decid-

ing whether to breed it. If a dog has a high risk genotype for a disease but has many desirable features it 

could pass on to its puppies, a breeder may still consider breeding the dog as long as they could find a 

mate that would allow the generation of puppies with low risk genotypes for the disease. 

VII. Diversity Testing 

Knowing that genetic diversity is essential for the fitness and survival of a species [47, 48], dog breeders 

have not only been concerned about breeding for desirable breed characteristics and against genetic dis-

eases, but also toward maintaining genetic diversity and a large gene pool for their breeds. Pedigree 

analysis and calculating the level of inbreeding is frequently used to evaluate genetic diversity in a single 

dog or a breed. The inbreeding calculation is dependent upon the depth of the pedigree being assessed, 

that is, the number of generations being incorporated into the calculation. For breeds derived from few 

founding dogs, if one looks far enough back, all dogs in that breed will be substantially related. 

https://www.americanshetlandsheepdogassociation.org/dermatomyositis
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single dog or a breed. The inbreeding calculation is dependent upon the depth of the pedigree being as-

sessed, that is, the number of generations being incorporated into the calculation. For breeds derived 

from few founding dogs, if one looks far enough back, all dogs in that breed will be substantially related. 

With testing advances, another application of genetic testing in dogs is to look at the actual ge-

netic diversity of a dog, rather than just relying upon calculating the level of inbreeding. Diversity tests 

often use random variations in DNA sequences that are spread across all the chromosome of the canine 

genome to assess the genetic diversity of a dog and/or dog breed. The variations targeted may be single 

nucleotides (SNPs) or segments of repetitive DNA sequences known as short tandem repeat (abbreviated 

STR) or microsatellite markers. The latter are highly variable between individuals and are commonly used 

in identity and parentage testing as well as in forensic science [49]. The SNPs or STRs used in these tests 

do not provide information on gene function but rather reflect natural variability in the genomic DNA 

sequence of an individual. Commercial testing companies may provide an overall diversity statistic for a 

given dog. These diversity values are based upon each company’s database and proprietary calculations 

that might include overall homozygosity in the markers looked at and/or variability within particular 

genes (for example, those involved in immune function). Additionally, stretches of DNA in the genome 

that are homozygous (termed runs of homozygosity) may also be incorporated into the calculations be-

cause those reflect sections of DNA inherited in a block from common ancestors, and the length of the 

DNA stretch provides information on the level of inbreeding. Specifically, the longer and more numerous 

the stretches of homozygosity in a genome, the more inbred. 

When the changes in the DNA, that is the genetic variants, are genetically linked and inherited 

together as a block, the combination is called a haplotype. Haplotypes can be composed of genetic vari-

ants across any region of a chromosome, within a particular gene or across several genes. In fact, some 

genetic tests use haplotypes (that is, a set of variants) within a gene to determine which allele a dog has 

for that particular gene. Haplotypes will be shared by populations that have descended from common 

ancestors, and since haplotypes reflect segments of DNA that are inherited together as a block, they can 

also be used to determine the ancestral origin of a dog. For example, breed-specific haplotypes can be 

used to determine which dog breeds have contributed to a mixed-breed dog’s genetic makeup. Although 

many regions throughout the dog genome can be targeted, special attention has been given to the dog 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes, also called dog leukocyte antigen (DLA) genes, more spe-

cifically DLA class II genes. 

Variability and diversity in the MHC are paramount to pathogen resistance. The MHC complex con-

tains the most diverse genes in vertebrates and thus are considered to reflect overall genomic diversity in a 

population. The MHC/DLA genes encode proteins that are essential for the proper functioning of the im-

mune system, and genetic diversity within these genes is generally associated with disease resistance and 

increased fitness [50]. The MHC genes are extremely variable and many different alleles of each gene exist 

across individuals of a same species. Large stable populations in the wild tend to exhibit high variability 

across the MHC genes, and low MHC diversity tends to be correlated with a loss in genome-wide diversity, 

as seen in wild cheetahs and northern elephant seals, both of which have suffered population bottlenecks 

[51]. Similarly, population bottlenecks that occurred during the creation of dog breeds have led to a reduc-

tion in the diversity of the MHC/DLA genes within individual breeds, a concern to many dog breeders. In 

assessing diversity of MHC/DLA genes, emphasis is given to the DLA class II genes in particular, which are 

located very close to each other on a single chromosome (dog chromosome 12) and are therefore inherit-

ed together as a haplotype block.  Over 200 DLA class II haplotypes have been identified across more than  



150 dog breeds, yet most dog breeds exhibit four or five common haplotypes with frequency greater 

than 10%; the number of different DLA alleles in the gene pool of any individual dog breed ranges from 

three [46] to 21 [52]. Negative consequences of excessive inbreeding (i.e. inbreeding depression) and 

the loss of MHC variability through inbreeding are inextricably intertwined, yet the specifics of particu-

lar MHC variability and which are adaptive (that is, helpful to survival) are less clear. MHC diversity 

testing, along with overall genetic diversity testing, are tools that provide breeders with an idea of the 

overall genetic variability in their dogs. The test results can be considered in mate selections to maxim-

ize the differences in alleles although generally minimizing inbreeding practices could serve the same 

purpose [53]. 

VIII. Breed Specificity of Genetic Tests 

Many genetic tests are breed-specific, meaning they are not universally relevant or applicable 

across all dogs and dog breeds. In some cases, tests for a disease or trait are limited to a single dog breed. 

For example, the Juvenile Addison’s Disease (JADD) mutation is specific for Nova Scotia Duck Tolling re-

trievers [54, 55] and the mutation in the phosphodiesterase 6B (PDE6B) gene causing progressive retinal 

atrophy is specific for Irish and Red Setters [56]. In other cases, the same mutation is found to cause dis-

ease in multiple dog breeds and a genetic test will be informative for all the affected breeds. Examples of 

genetic tests that can be used in multiple dog breeds are the progressive rod-cone degeneration (PRCD) 

test, which determines a late-onset form of progressive retinal atrophy, and the multidrug resistance 

gene 1 (MDR1) test. 

In some cases, mutations may be present in multiple dog breeds yet only cause disease in some 

of the breeds. A mutation in the RPGR interacting protein 1 (RPGRIP1) gene is associated with early-

onset cone-rod dystrophy (cord1) in miniature long-haired dachshunds [57], yet the variant has also 

been found in other breeds that do not display the eye disease, so the significance of the variant in oth-

er breeds is unclear. Moreover, recent studies suggest that additional genes contribute to disease ex-

pression in the dachshunds [58]. 

Another example is degenerative myelopathy (DM), which is associated with a mutation in the 

SOD1 gene. In several breeds, dogs homozygous for the mutation have an increased risk of DM, yet the 

mutation is widespread across all dogs [59]. The DM situation is further complicated by the fact that, 

although inherited as an autosomal recessive, it has incomplete penetrance. Therefore, even in breeds 

in which the testing is relevant, a dog homozygous for the mutation, while being at increased risk for 

DM, is not guaranteed to develop the disease. Thus, two copies of the SOD1 mutation (DM/DM) confer 

increased risk for DM but not all DM/DM dogs across breeds will develop the disease. Furthermore, 

there is some indication that heterozygous dogs of particular breeds may also have increased risk. 

The volume of information provided from general panel testing may be overwhelming and con-

fusing. Panel tests look at the presence of variants for many, sometimes hundreds, of different traits. Yet, 

for mutations of breed-specific health disorders, testing in other breeds is unwarranted; that is, the re-

sults are not applicable to disease susceptibility in other breeds. Some breeds may be fixed for the nor-

mal alleles such that the test is irrelevant or have compensatory genetic mutations in other genes that 

counteract the effects of the mutation being tested [60]. Genetic disease research is often conducted 

within individual dog breeds that have a high prevalence of the disorder and the identified   



mutations are rarely validated in multiple breeds. Therefore, when a disease mutation is found in a dog 

belonging to a different breed, or a dog of mixed-breed descent, interpreting those findings must be 

done with caution. 

Given the distinct genetic background of individual breeds, meaning each dog breed has its own 

allele composition and allele frequency across the many genes, some genetic variants will behave 

differently in the different breeds. When genetic testing is validated for one dog breed, but then ap-

plied to multiple breeds, the result may not be a true positive or negative for the associated disease. 

Without research and validation to demonstrate clinical validity of each test within each individual dog 

breed, large scale panel testing reports may be informing dog owners and breeders of mutations/

disorders that are not relevant to their dog since a specific genetic background may be necessary for 

that mutation to actually cause disease. Owners acting on that information may pursue treatments, 

preventive measures, and diagnostic tests that may be unnecessary and potentially harmful to the dog 

[61-63]. 

Alternatively, there may be multiple genetic causes for a disorder and the available genetic test 

may only test for one of the many possible mutations. For instance, there are many different progres-

sive retinal atrophy syndromes in the dog with many casual mutations restricted to particular breeds, 

although some mutations are more widespread and affect many breeds [56]. This is an example of 

breed specificity, with different breeds having different gene mutations that cause the same type of 

disorder. 

The AKC has a listing of dog breeds and in those descriptions you will find information on the 

history of the dog, what qualities define that breed, and importantly a link to the national parent club 

of that breed. The parent club’s website typically lists the areas of health deemed important for the 

breed, including for disorders that have genetic tests available. Another resource for owners, or pro-

spective owners, is the Canine  Health Information Center (CHIC) Program, where the parent breed club 

has defined what the minimal health testing should include for that breed. The AKC’s breeders’ re-

sources can be found here and here, the Canine Health Foundation breeders’ resources can be found 

here, and health specific resources provided by the Canine Health Foundation can be found here.  

IX. Applications of Genetic Tests 

Genetic tests are commonly used by pet owners and breeders to provide insight into the breed 

ancestry of mixed breeds, to verify parentage, to more accurately predict the presence of harmful mu-

tations in their breeds, to better understand inherent genetic variability, and to provide valuable infor-

mation for desirable traits, such as coat color or performance. On an individual dog level, genetic tests 

can be valuable in revealing susceptibility for negative reactions to drugs found in certain heartworm 

medication (i.e., mutations in the MDR1 gene) or providing insight into potential mature body size for a 

mixed breed. On a breed population level, incorporating genetic testing into breeding decisions can ac-

celerate breeders’ goals of improving desirable traits. 

When receiving the results of genetic testing, the information needs to be reviewed carefully. A 

dog that shows the presence of a disease mutation does not necessarily mean the dog will show clinical 

signs during its life; owners should recognize that the genetic test results are not clinical diagnoses. The 

test may indicate the dog has a genetic predisposition (or risk) for a disease or trait and that clinical signs 

are to be expected. In the example above of the presence of the MDR1 mutation, that knowledge will 

guide what drugs 

https://www.akc.org/dog-breeds/page/2/
https://www.ofa.org/browse-by-breed
https://www.ofa.org/browse-by-breed
https://www.akc.org/breeder-programs/breeder-education/breeding-resources/
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/for-breeders/
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/for-breeders/
https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/for-breeders/
https://www.akcchf.org/canine-health/resources/


are best avoided. However, risk for toxicity is recessive, so a dog carrying a single copy of the MDR1 mutation 

would not be expected to experience any harmful effects. Lifestyle activities also influence whether a disorder 

is observed when the genetic mutation is present. As an illustration, Labrador Retrievers may have the muta-

tion for Exercise Induced Collapse (EIC) but their activity level may never exceed that necessary for clinical 

signs to be observed [64]. The absence of signs in that situation, however, does not mean the genetic test was 

inaccurate, nor does it mean that the dog is free from the disorder and cannot pass on the mutation to its 

puppies. For other disorders, depending upon the age of onset, disease progression, and disease impacts on 

quality of life, in consultation with a veterinarian, an owner can create a roadmap for future treatment. Apply-

ing the results from genetic testing can be quite complicated. 

For complex disorders, genetic tests may indicate the dog is at risk for the disorder. Risk and genetic 

predisposition do not guarantee outcome. Most complex disorders are controlled by many genes each having 

a small effect, and other factors, both genetic and environmental, influence how much of the risk is realized. 

Lifestyle management may have a profound role in whether a particular dog will exhibit disease symptoms. 

Furthermore, an owner and veterinarian must be cautious in applying genetic risk results. In some cases, clini-

cal signs for different diseases overlap. If a dog’s test results indicate it has a predisposition for a particular dis-

ease, and the clinical signs exhibited are consistent with that disease but those signs actually reflect a different 

disease in that dog, jumping to the wrong diagnosis may hinder appropriate treatment of the true underlying 

disease. 

Prudently using genetic tests to select breeding stock can reduce Mendelian (i.e., single gene) autoso-

mal recessive disorders in a breed or population [64]. The key word is “prudently.” If the mutant allele is not 

abundant in the population, and the disorder is harmful, the goal should be to avoid producing affected off-

spring or carriers and spreading the disease allele in the population. However, careful use of genetic testing to 

avoid further restricting genetic diversity and reducing the gene pool is paramount; this is especially true if the 

disease allele is fairly abundant in the breed. Genetic testing should be used to maintain the quality of a breed: 

by knowing which dogs have disease alleles and having a long-term goal, the frequency/abundance of the dis-

ease allele in the breed population can be gradually reduced. To not lose overall breed genetic diversity, a qual-

ity dog tested as a carrier could be bred to a dog tested clear (free from the mutation). In such a breeding, 50% 

of the puppies would be expected to be clear (Table 1) but will also have the genetic richness contributed by 

the carrier parent. The clear puppies from this breeding could be used in the next generation. In some cases, 

especially breeds with small populations and a limited gene pool, it may even be wise to breed an affected dog: 

choosing a clear dog as a mate would produce 100% carriers which can then be used as just described for the 

next generation. The objective is to avoid population bottlenecks and preserve as much genetic diversity as 

possible while reducing the frequency of the disease allele. When genetic diversity is preserved, the breeder is 

considering the genetic health of the population as well as the health of the individual. It needs to be empha-

sized that applying genetic selection to traits that are not relevant and/or extreme genetic selection to those 

that are relevant is very harmful to a breed. 



Table 1: The chances of producing affected, carrier and clear puppies based on the genetic 
test status of both parents for Mendelian traits. 

There are many desirable traits and undesirable disorders in the dog population as a whole or within 

a specific breed, but few have genetic tests available. All animals carry deleterious mutations, many of them 

lethal when homozygous (e.g., it is estimated that any given human carries 1-2 lethal mutations in a hetero-

zygous state [65]). Just because we have identified some of them does not mean we know all of them. Focus-

ing mate selection solely on the results of existing tests to the exclusion of other traits important for a breed 

is not prudent. In other words, when selecting mates, the genetic test result must be weighed in the context 

of the whole dog and the breed in its entirety. Rarely do you breed for a single trait to the exclusion of all 

others. A preposterous example to illustrate this point is that no one breeds just for toenail size. Making 

breeding decisions solely on the results of a single genetic test would be similar. This is extremely important if 

the allele frequency of a disease is abundant within a breed—eliminating all dogs with that mutant allele, 

even carriers, from the breeding pool might decimate that breed, constrict genetic diversity, and result in the 

expansion of other disorders. Wholesale elimination of dogs from the breeding pool based upon a single test 

result can irreparably harm the entire breed by decreasing the gene pool or increasing the prevalence of oth-

er disease alleles that lack testing schemes [26, 66]. 

Implementing test results will be even more complex in the future, when more genetic tests will be 

multigenic and reflective of risk for a disorder in an individual dog. In these complex disorders, the presence 

of risk alleles is just that: they confer risk. It does not necessarily mean that the dog will exhibit that disorder 

nor does it mean that those risk alleles, or the risk for disease, will be passed on to the next generation if the 

risk is based upon a specific combination of alleles at multiple genes (see for example, [46]). In today’s peer-

pressured, media-driven world that often calls for immediate and absolute action even if based on the misap-

plication or overextension of results, breeders and owners will need to use a thoughtful, reasoned approach 

in order to maintain the overall health of a breed. That includes researching the quality and clinical validity of 

the test itself, the laboratory offering the test, the advertising claims, the prevalence of the trait in the popu-

lation, and the health impacts of a particular disorder. A paper describing the challenges and strategies relat-

ed to breeding in the era of genetic testing can be found at this link.  

https://cgejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40575-015-0014-9


X. Genetic Test Providers and Oversight of Genetic Testing 

Providers 

Genetic testing for dogs has expanded considerably in the past decade, with hundreds of thou-

sands of individuals already tested. There are commercial for-profit companies that offer multiplex panel 

testing that evaluate hundreds of traits simultaneously irrespective of breed being tested. There are com-

mercial for-profit operations that offer more specialized subsets of bundled genetic tests focused on spe-

cific traits/disorders that address a specific breed’s needs. There are research laboratories that offer very 

specific single trait testing as a service to breeders and owners. Finally, there are not-for-profit laborato-

ries associated with research universities that offer a variety of single or bundled trait testing. In addition 

to tests for specific traits, some genetic test providers offer ancestry analysis and breed identification, 

parentage testing, and genetic diversity testing. In some cases, the results from large panel testing can 

also yield information on ancestry and diversity. 

The number of worldwide laboratories offering tests is substantial. A testing provider that is for-

profit may have different economic drivers than a not-for-profit provider and will often engage in compel-

ling advertising to engage clients. The different testing provider models have both positive aspects and 

drawbacks. Pricing, service, genetic counseling, and information on results can vary greatly by testing pro-

vider. Importantly, the level of customer support and genetic counseling on the use of the results will also 

vary. We contacted customer service for several providers by phone and email while preparing this docu-

ment and some were responsive to questions and requests for clarifications whereas others were not. 

Some providers offer in-person genetic counseling and others have clients rely upon their website docu-

mentation. 

Dog owners should research what tests they actually want (more is not necessarily better), what 

type of support is desired, how they want their dog’s data to be used by the testing provider, and how they 

will apply their dog’s test results. For example, the research laboratory that discovered the mutation being 

tested for may be more familiar with the nuances of the test and may also use the test results to further 

expand their scientific understanding of the mutation. Moreover, some direct-to-consumer testing provid-

ers will also utilize test results in ongoing research projects, and some indicate that the owners will receive 

the full SNP data derived from the large panel testing, which then allows owners to share their dog’s genetic 

data with researchers conducting important studies all over the world. Owners should also research the 

company offering the test and pay particular attention to the sections of “terms of use” or “terms of ser-

vice,” which describe what is included and what is excluded in the services offered. Language might include 

“help identify risk factors,” “good faith estimate,” and “not designed to diagnose, prevent, or treat any con-

dition, diseases or state of health”, which may be in contrast to the advertisements or report forms. 

Testing Parameters 

Efficacy and reliability of genetic testing relies upon the integrity of many steps in the process that 

begin with sample collection at the home or veterinary office and extend to sample shipping and handling 

prior to any analytical steps (such as the cleaning of mechanical tools that may cross contaminate), the ac-

tual analysis itself (impurities or contaminants in the PCR reagents or machinery, or the design of compo-

nents for the analysis), and environmental contamination that may exist in the laboratory (e.g., aerosols) 

[67, 68]. Test results from a testing provider need to be accurate and precise. Ideally, the results of a dog’s 

sample sent to multiple testing providers should be the same. Accuracy and reproducibility within a labora-

tory and across laboratories require standard reference materials and proficiency tests. 



In human genetic diagnostics, the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have authority to regulate genetic tests. The regulation focus-

es on analytical validity (is the test accurate and precise), clinical validity (does the DNA change detected 

by the test reflect a true health risk) and clinical utility (is the knowledge revealed by the test clinically 

useful); clinical utility is directly dependent upon clinical validity. The CMS regulates laboratories provid-

ing human clinical genetic testing through the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) cer-

tification process that assesses and verifies the analytical procedures used, staff proficiency, and may as-

sess testing adequacy. Additionally, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics published 

standards and guidelines for clinical genetics laboratories [69]. 

c. Oversight 

Oversight for any genetic testing is challenging because the field of genetics is rapidly evolving and 

there is rapid development of new tests. Oversight of direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies for 

humans is limited and the National Institute of Health (NIH) and the FDA warn consumers to do their 

homework and look for companies that are certified through the CLIA program. The same “buyer beware” 

situation exists for dog genetic testing companies and laboratories, except there is no oversight body for 

dog DNA testing nor any CLIA-type programs for either clinical or direct-to-consumer testing. Currently 

there is a lack of specific guidelines or performance measures, including control samples/standardization 

and regular validation. Without uniform oversight and quality control of testing entities, results may be in 

error or vary across labs, yet accuracy and quality assurance of test results is paramount for their proper 

use. 

Efforts to rectify the gap in oversight of dog genetic tests include a few voluntary programs in which 

test providers can participate by agreeing to meet certain standards, and a recent publication that defined 

a set of procedures for dog DNA testing modelled on human standards [70]. The International Society for 

Animal Genetics is a professional society that offers members the opportunity to voluntarily participate in 

DNA testing comparisons. The comparisons are aimed at standardizing genetic test results, particularly par-

entage tests, across the globe. The Harmonization of Genetic Testing for Dogs searchable database lists 

dog genetic testing companies who have voluntarily agreed to meet certain standards and share infor-

mation. 

Oversight of testing and appropriateness of a given test for a given breed is important in a clinical 

setting and, even more so, in the direct marketing of DNA testing to dog owners. A heathy dog should be 

the goal of every dog lover, but media and social pressure to “do the right thing”, a situation capitalized 

by provider marketing campaigns, is driving the recent surge in DNA testing of dogs. Yet, without provid-

ing proper context to a test result, genetic testing could lead to many undesirable outcomes for any indi-

vidual dog or a breed as a whole. It can be helpful for dog owners to look at what is recommended to 

consider in human direct-to-consumer DNA testing [71] and what reporting information is essential to 

help the consumers better understand the meaning of the results [72]. 

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/vitro-diagnostics/direct-consumer-tests
https://dogwellnet.com/ctp/


XI. Caution Regarding Test Interpretation  

As with almost any service, there are caveats when it comes to interpreting the results of canine 

genetic health testing. Genetic testing, while important for mixed and purebred dogs, requires under-

standing. Importantly, interpreting those results in the context of the dog as a whole is essential. Some 

diseases may be treatable or have limited impact on a dog’s quality of life whereas others may require 

aggressive intervention. Before important decisions about disease treatment or prevention are made, 

owners should seek advice from their veterinarian or a geneticist. Statistical probability and risk is not 

certainty. Making inappropriate decisions based upon inaccurate, incomplete, or misunderstood infor-

mation from test results may not be in the dog’s or the breed’s best interest. 

Mentioned earlier in this document, not all genetic tests are relevant for all dogs. Unfortunately, 

there is no single entity compiling whether a test is appropriate for a given breed. Nonetheless, the Ca-

nine Health Foundation, in conjunction with Dr. Kate Meurs of the Veterinary Genetics Laboratory at 

North Carolina State University College of Veterinary Medicine, offers an online opportunity for genetic 

counseling and there are efforts by the International Partnership for Dogs to provide information on 

breed relevance of the different tests. 

Furthermore, much of the research is very recent and scientists are still discovering new infor-

mation and refining previous discoveries. As an example of the latter, in linked tests where markers are 

associated with a trait, but are themselves not the causal mutations, depending upon how physically 

close those markers are to the actual (unidentified) mutation, recombination can dissociate that linkage 

and eliminate the predictive power of the test. Then when a test is converted from a linkage test to a spe-

cific mutation-based test, the results can change--it goes from an approximation (sometimes a very good 

approximation) to something accurate, and previous test determinations may be modified. Or research-

ers discover, when more dogs are studied, that the mutation they thought was causal is actually only a 

piece of a more complex genetic puzzle. 

Another consideration is that most genetic tests arise from statistically associating a specific ge-

netic sequence with a disorder or trait. However, correlation does not always mean causation. In an 

effort to give owners and breeders tools, sometimes a researcher’s results are converted into tests be-

fore proper clinical and causal validation have occurred. Many of the genetic tests currently available to 

dog owners and breeders are based on small studies and lack validation across multiple dog breeds [61]. 

Definitively confirming that a given mutation causes a disease may require hundreds to thousands of 

dogs, resources, and in some cases, purposely producing the disorder (ideally in a mouse or other model 

species, because purposely producing a disease in a dog would be viewed as unethical by companion 

animal granting agencies and most breeders). 

In rare cases, test results themselves may not always be accurate. Based on varying sensitivities or 

sample integrity, there is a chance that an individual could be given a false positive or false negative result. 

Furthermore, as mentioned above, some genetic tests will be refined when more dogs are tested for that 

trait. As more dogs are studied, and greater breed-specific genetic signatures are developed, the associa-

tion between mutations, disease, and breed will improve. Although not a health test, this principle of 

different reference pools influencing the genetic signatures can be illustrated with the breed ancestry 

identification tests. Using a sample of convenience of various mixed breed dogs, cheek swabs were sent to 

different companies offering breed identification DNA testing. Every company utilizes its own proprietary 

statistical algorithms and a comparative population as a basis to estimate the breed  composition in a  

https://www.akcchf.org/educational-resources/genetics-counseling/genetic-counseling.html
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given dog submitted by an owner. In this random sample, for some dogs the estimation of contributing 

breeds was similar between the testing companies whereas for other dogs, the predictions were more 

variable (summary table). This was seen in the human DNA ancestry testing: each company that offers 

human DNA ancestry testing uses their in-house DNA databank to compare a new sample to—and the 

bigger the reference population databank the more robust the associations [73, 74]. 

Yet another consideration is that when an owner receives a panel test that shows their dog is 

negative for the myriad of mutations tested (whether relevant to the breed/dog or not), that gives a 

false sense of security on the health of the dog. It also ignores the possibility of other genetic mutations 

existing that could cause the same disease. A recent 2020 article in Business Insider illustrates this in the 

following quote: “Nellie showed up negative for everything. Being able to rule out these mutations also 

makes it easier for your chosen vet to determine what's wrong quickly and accurately if your dog be-

comes sick in the future...” Knowing the absence of some disease-causing mutations is a start, but that 

does not necessarily mean that the dog will not develop that disease, as there could be yet unknown mu-

tations causing the same disease. For example, 62% of NSDTR puppies with cleft palate have a mutation 

in a particular gene but the remaining puppies with cleft palate do not have that mutation [75]. A differ-

ent, yet unidentified, mutation is likely also causing cleft palate in this breed. As another example, a neg-

ative result in a dog for one seizure disorder should not lead an owner to believe their dog cannot be 

afflicted with epilepsy. There are many different possible causes of seizures and epilepsy in the dog, 

some of which are not even genetic. Seizures caused by certain toxins or medication can look very similar 

to those caused by heritable disease, a situation referred to as phenocopy. Even within the genetic 

realm, over 900 genes have been associated with epilepsy in humans, and different genes may similarly 

underlie epilepsy phenotypes in different individual dogs and dog breeds. 

While it would be ideal for owners to review the primary literature underpinning a genetic test 

they wish to do on their dogs, they should be aware that scientific papers are often written using exten-

sive scientific jargon and can be difficult to understand. Although many journals are asking authors to 

include a lay summary written in terms that an average interested reader can understand, it is not un-

common for authors to overextend their findings in the lay summary while being much more cautious of 

their findings in the scientific summary or throughout the actual paper. It is, thus, important to review 

the entire paper and not only rely on a lay summary. For those who would like to embrace the challenge, 

there are certain key pieces to look for when reading scientific papers to check whether a genetic test is 

relevant to your breed: what breed(s) were studied, how many dogs were studied, were both sexes 

looked at, where were the dogs from (note that there may be genetic differences between geographical-

ly distinct populations), were they able to replicate the findings in a different group of dogs, and how ex-

planatory were the findings (did all dogs with the mutation develop disease)? 

XII. Impact of Genetic Testing 

When appropriately interpreted and applied, genetic testing allows dog owners to determine if 

their dog may develop a hereditary disease. This is particularly important for disorders that develop later 

in life,  and for which increased clinical surveillance and/or lifestyle or dietary modifications could improve 

a dog’s quality of life. Genetic testing also allows breeders to more accurately predict whether a dog will 

pass on a disease allele to its puppies. Proper implementation of genetic tests for autosomal recessive dis-

eases has reduced the prevalence of disease [64] and can be used to assist in the health of a breed as a  

https://youtu.be/kS0c-z7hR1Q
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whole [76]. The American Veterinary Medical Association in conjunction with the American Animal Hospi-

tal Association recommends diagnostic genetic testing in its “canine preventive healthcare guidelines”, 

aligning with their policy of “...better educate the profession and breeders on identifying and minimizing 

inherited disorders in companion animal breeding programs.” A position paper by the World Small Animal 

Veterinary Association outlines some general high level principles to be considered in implementing ge-

netic testing. 

Another potential impact is that direct-to-consumer testing providers can mine the data derived 

from owners purchasing DNA testing to discover new genetic variants. For example, a mutation responsible 

for blue eye color in Siberian Huskies was found using direct-to-consumer testing data [77]. Another exam-

ple, is the cataloging of variants observed across mixed and purebred dogs [78] which may aid in clarifying 

why some diseases are breed specific despite the mutation being more widespread across breeds. Also, as 

mentioned above, the research laboratories that discovered the mutation gain more information when 

more dogs are studied. 

XIII. Future Advances 

Genetic testing in dogs will likely follow the steps of human genetic testing protocols. Over the 

past decade, single-gene tests have given room to multi-gene or panel testing. In humans, panel testing 

involves the testing of multiple genes associated with a common genetic disorder, such as breast cancer 

or diabetes. Similarly, panel testing in dogs will likely evolve to the testing of genes behind a specific dis-

order or breed-specific genetic test panels that will assess only breed-relevant disorders. As complex 

disorders are studied in dogs, and the genetic susceptibility markers are uncovered, genetic panel 

testing will also include determination of polygenic risk scores for specific conditions, meaning the 

amount of risk conferred by a group of genetic susceptibility variants underlying specific complex disor-

ders, similar to what is done in humans. Application of statistical network analyses to quantify risk have 

already been proposed for use in genetic counseling for dogs [79]. 

Many canine studies have now shown that certain MHC/DLA genes confer risk to autoimmune 

disease, such as DMS, type 1 diabetes, symmetrical lupoid onychodystrophy, lymphocytic thyroiditis 

(hypothyroidism) and Addison’s disease, among others [80-83]. Further studies into the MHC/DLA class 

II haplotypes may clarify their effect on health and disease such that they can be incorporated into some 

of the multi-gene panels and in selective breeding. 

Broad-range SNP panels may still be used in the future, but with a different purpose. Specific 

multiplex panels may use targeted SNPs distributed through the entire genome with a focus on provid-

ing genomic estimated breeding values to assess the likelihood of a dog passing on particular complex 

traits to its puppies. However, this will require a great many dogs with comprehensive phenotyping 

across varied environments and across breeds to obtain the accuracy in prediction necessary before 

such tests can be deployed. 

Further in the horizon, and similar to that envisioned for human medicine, personalized canine 

medicine based upon an individual’s whole genome sequence will eventually become available for cases 

where initial panel testing was uninformative. Whole genome sequencing consists of a DNA sequencing 

https://www.avma.org/sites/default/files/resources/caninepreventiveguidelines_ppph.pdf
https://wsava.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/WSAVA-Hereditary-Disease-Committee-Position-Paper-HDC-Edited.pdf


technique that determines the order of nucleotides in an individual’s entire genome. The challenge with 

this technique, as seen in humans, is that extensive variation in DNA sequence exists between individu-

als, most of which are found in regions of the genome that are not genes, and thus their effect or im-

portance is difficult to determine. Another challenge is the increasing evidence that DNA sequence is not 

the only factor determining heritable traits. Epigenetics is the study of how factors outside the DNA se-

quence can interact with the DNA to switch genes on or off, and although some of these factors can be 

inherited, the actual DNA sequence is not changed, instead what is changed is how the DNA is used. 

Many studies will still need to be conducted to characterize how genomic sequences influence 

the many attributes of the dog, and that needs to be done within the context of the environment, which 

includes diet, exercise, geography, water and air contaminants, the microbiome (an area under intense 

study), and any epigenetic signatures present. Before this comprehensive goal is achieved there will be 

continued discoveries of association between genes/loci and traits. 

XIV. Closing Thoughts 

Genetic testing is extremely valuable and must be used to improve the health of dogs. Con-

cerned and responsible dog lovers want to do what is best for their beloved companions, but the desire 

to achieve immediate changes should not get in the way of careful interpretation and consideration of 

genetic test results. Overuse or misapplication of genetic testing may lead to reduced genetic diversity in 

a breed if the frequency of a disease allele is high in that breed and all carriers of the disease allele are 

removed from the breeding population. We do want to breed away from deleterious conditions but not 

too quickly to avoid other health disorders becoming more prominent especially those diseases that lack 

testing schemes [26, 66]. For the genetic tests emphasizing genetic diversity, that diversity must be con-

sidered in context of the dog’s other attributes. All dogs carry disease alleles and with more tests that 

will become more apparent. The expansion in available testing will necessitate a much more compre-

hensive view of implementing a given genetic test both for health management of a given dog, the 

breed as a whole, and the dogs selected for mating. 

Glossary and References for this paper. 
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